Abstract The blended-wing body is an aircraft configuration that has the potential to be more efficient than conventional large transport aircraft configurations with the same capability. However, the design of the blended-wing is challenging due to the tight coupling between aerodynamic performance, trim, and stability. Other design challenges include the nature and number of the design variables involved, and the transonic flow conditions. To address these issues, we perform a series of aerodynamic shape optimization studies using Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamics with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. A gradient-based optimization algorithm is used in conjunction with a discrete adjoint method that computes the derivatives of the aerodynamic forces. A total of 273 design variables-twist, airfoil shape, sweep, chord, and span-are considered. The drag coefficient at the cruise condition is minimized subject to lift, trim, static margin, and center plane bending moment constraints. The studies investigate the impact of the various constraints and design variables on optimized blended-wing-body configurations. The lowest drag among the trimmed and stable configurations is obtained by enforcing a 1% static margin constraint, resulting in a nearly elliptical spanwise lift distribution. Trim and static stability are investigated at both on-and off-design flight conditions. The single-point designs are relatively robust to the flight conditions, but further robustness is achieved through a multi-point optimization.
Introduction
Fuel has become the largest contributor to the direct operating costs of airlines; the fuel cost per passenger-mile more than doubled from 2001 to 2010 [1] . Research in aircraft design is therefore placing an increasing emphasis on fuel-burn reduction. One of the most promising ways to reduce fuel burn is to use an unconventional aircraft configuration. Unconventional aircraft configurations, such as the blended-wing-body (BWB), have the potential to significantly reduce the emissions and noise of future large transport aircraft [2] .
The BWB configuration, also known as the hybrid-wing body (HWB), is characterized by an airfoil-shaped centerbody that integrates payload, propulsion, and control surfaces. Compared to the classic tube-and-wing configuration, the BWB has superior aerodynamic performance [2, 3, 4] : the reduction in the wetted area substantially reduces the skin friction drag; the all-lifting design reduces the wing loading and improves the spanwise lift distribution; the smooth blended wingcenterbody intersection reduces the interference drag; and the area-ruled shape of the BWB reduces the wave drag at high transonic speed. The centerbody provides a substantial portion of the total lift, thus reducing the wing loading. The low wing loading ensures excellent low-speed flight characteristics as well, making heavy high-lift mechanisms, such as double-slotted flaps, redundant. The cross-sectional area of the BWB is similar to that of the Sears-Haack body, which results in lower wave drag at transonic speeds, according to Whitcomb's area rule [5] . However, the design of BWB configurations introduces new challenges.
The main problem is that, since the BWB does not have an horizontal tail, the pressure distributions over the centerbody and wings must be carefully designed to maintain trim and the desired static margin. The thick airfoil shape of the centerbody also makes it a challenge for the BWB to achieve low drag while generating sufficient lift at a reasonable deck angle. Thus, there are critical trade-offs between aerodynamic performance, trim and stability.
Several authors have investigated the design optimization of the BWB configuration. Liebeck [6, 2] and Wakayama [7, 8] presented the multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) of the Boeing BWB-450. They used a vortex-lattice model and monocoque beam analysis, and they also considered the trim and stability of the BWB. Qin et al. [4, 9] performed an aerodynamic optimization of the European MOB BWB geometry, including inverse design and 3D shape optimization with a trim constraint. They optimized the design in 3D using Euler-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Peigin and Epstein [10] used a genetic algorithm and reduced-order methods to perform a multipoint drag minimization of the BWB with 93 design variables. They used a full NavierStokes analysis with reduced-order methods. Kuntawala et al. [11, 12] studied BWB planform and shape drag minimization using Euler CFD with an adjoint implementation. Meheut et al. [13] performed a shape optimization of the AVECA flying wing planform subject to a low-speed takeoff rotational constraint. They optimized a total of 151 design variables, and they used CFD with a frozen-turbulence (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) RANS adjoint to compute the gradient.
Mader and Martins [14] studied the Euler-based shape optimization of a flying wing considering trim, bending moment constraints, and both static and dynamic stability constraints. Using a minimum induced-drag planform as a reference, they studied the effect of the various constraints on the optimal designs. Their results showed that at subsonic and moderate transonic speeds, the static constraints can be satisfied with airfoil shape variables alone using a reflex airfoil. However, at high transonic speeds, or when considering dynamic stability constraints, the optimal designs required sweep, twist, and airfoil shape variables to minimize the drag while satisfying the constraints. Lyu and Martins [15] investigated the BWB shape optimization with bending moment, trim, and static margin constraints using Euler CFD, including planform optimization. They followed this with a similar study that used a RANS solver [16] , which provided the basis for the present study. Reist and Zingg [17] studied the aerodynamic shape optimization of a short-range regional BWB with Euler CFD.
What is missing is a comprehensive and systematic study of a BWB configuration that investigates the design trade-offs between aerodynamic performance, trim, stability, as well as structural considerations, with appropriate fidelity. In this case, the appropriate fidelity is RANS CFD: While Euler-based optimization can provide design insights, the resulting optimal shapes are significantly different from those obtained with RANS, and Euler-optimized shapes tend to exhibit non-physical features, such as a sharp pressure recovery near the trailing edge [18] .
The objective of the present work is to develop a methodology for the aerodynamic design of BWB configurations that performs optimal trade-offs between the performance and constraints mentioned above, and to examine the impact of each constraint on optimal designs. We investigate the design trade-offs by performing a series of aerodynamic shape and planform optimization studies that examine the impact of the design variables and constraints. We explore the effect of the trim constraint, required static margin, and CG location on the BWB optimal shape. We also investigate the impact of multi-point design optimization. This work extends our preliminary studies to multipoint RANS-based aerodynamic shape and planform optimization [16] .
The paper is organized as follows. The numerical tools used in this work are described in Section 2. The problem formulation, the mesh, and the baseline geometry are discussed in Section 3. Finally, the series of aerodynamic design optimization cases are presented and discussed in Section 4, followed by the conclusions.
Methodology
This section describes the numerical tools used. These tools are components of the MDO for Aircraft Configurations with High fidelity (MACH) [19, 20] . MACH can perform the simultaneous optimization of aerodynamic shape and structural sizing variables considering aeroelastic deflections. However, in this paper we focus solely on the aerodynamic shape optimization.
Geometric Parametrization
We use a free form deformation (FFD) approach to parametrize the geometry [21] . The FFD volume parametrizes the geometry changes rather than the geometry itself, resulting in a more efficient and compact set of geometry design variables, and thus making it easier to handle complex geometric manipulations. Any geometry may be embedded inside the volume by performing a Newton search to map the parameter space to physical space. All the geometric changes are performed on the outer boundary of the FFD volume. Any modification of this outer boundary can be used to indirectly modify the embedded objects. The key assumption of the FFD approach is that the geometry has constant topology throughout the optimization process, which is usually the case for wing design. In addition, since FFD volumes are tri-variate B-spline volumes, the sensitivity information of any point inside the volume can be easily computed. Figure 1 shows the FFD volume and geometric control points for the BWB aerodynamic shape optimization.
To trim the BWB configuration, we use control surfaces on the rear centerbody, which are analogous to elevators on a conventional configuration. A nested FFD volume is used to implement the movement of these control surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1 . The result is a sub-FFD that is embedded in the main FFD. Any changes in the main FFD are propagated to the sub-FFD. The sub-FFD is set to rotate about the hinge line of the control surface. When the sub-FFD rotates, the embedded geometry changes the local shape accordingly. Because of the constant topology assumption of the FFD approach, and the limitation of the mesh perturbation, the surface has to be continuous around the control surfaces, eliminating the elevator gap. Therefore, when the control surfaces deflect, there is a transition region between the control surface and the centerbody, similar to those studied in a continuous morphing wing [22] . Figure 2 shows the sub-FFD volume and the geometry, with a trim control surface deflection of 25 degrees. 
Mesh Perturbation
Since FFD volumes modify the geometry during the optimization, we must perturb the mesh for the CFD analysis to solve for the modified geometry. The mesh perturbation scheme used in this work is a hybridization of algebraic and linear elasticity methods [21] . The idea behind the hybrid warping scheme is to apply a linear-elasticity-based warping scheme to a coarse approximation of the mesh to account for large, low-frequency perturbations, and to use the algebraic warping approach to attenuate small, high-frequency perturbations. The goal is to compute a high-quality perturbed mesh similar to that obtained using a linear elasticity scheme but at a much lower computational cost.
CFD Solver
We use the Stanford University multiblock (SUmb) [23] flow solver. SUmb is a finite-volume, cellcentered multiblock solver for the compressible Euler, laminar Navier-Stokes, and RANS equations (steady, unsteady, and time-periodic). It provides options for a variety of turbulence models with one, two, or four equations and options for adaptive wall functions. The Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme [24] augmented with artificial dissipation is used for the spatial discretization. The main flow is solved using an explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta method along with a geometric multi-grid scheme. A segregated Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence equation is iterated with the diagonally dominant alternating direction implicit (DDADI) method. An automatic differentiation adjoint for the Euler and RANS equations was developed to compute the gradients [25, 18] . The adjoint implementation supports both the full-turbulence and frozen-turbulence modes, but in the present work we use the full-turbulence adjoint exclusively. The adjoint equations are solved with preconditioned GMRES [26] using PETSc [27, 28, 29] .
Optimization Algorithm
Because of the high computational cost of CFD solutions, it is critical to choose an efficient optimization algorithm that requires a reasonably low number of function calls. Gradient-free methods, such as genetic algorithms, have a higher probability of getting close to the global minimum for cases with multiple local minima. However, slow convergence and the large number of function calls make gradient-free aerodynamic shape optimization infeasible with the current computational resources, especially for large numbers of design variables. Therefore, we use a gradient-based optimizer combined with adjoint gradient evaluations to solve the problem efficiently.
We use SNOPT (sparse nonlinear optimizer) [30] through the Python interface pyOpt [31] for all the optimizations presented here. SNOPT is a gradient-based optimizer that implements a sequential quadratic programming method; it is capable of solving large-scale nonlinear optimization problems with thousands of constraints and design variables. SNOPT uses a smooth augmented Lagrangian merit function, and the Hessian of the Lagrangian is approximated using a limitedmemory quasi-Newton method.
Problem Formulation
The BWB configurations can have significantly better aerodynamic performance than conventional configurations do. To fully realize this potential, however, the external shape of the BWB has to be carefully designed. The primary focus of this study is drag minimization subject to a lift constraint. Additionally, we consider the following constraints: trim, static margin, and bending moment. In this section, we discuss the problem setup and the optimization formulation for the aerodynamic shape optimization of the BWB.
Initial Geometry
The initial geometry is shown in Fig. 3 . The BWB geometry has a similar planform shape to the first-generation Boeing BWB design with 800 passengers [2] . This geometry has a span of 280 ft and a total length of 144 ft; it is divided into a centerbody section and an outer wing section. Based on this planform, the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) is 86 ft. The initial CG is at 40% MAC of the planform. The placement of the CG is studied in Section 4.3. The geometry is generated with a prescribed thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c), 18% at the center plane and 10% at the tip, as well as prescribed leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE) locations. We use the NASA SC(2)-0518 airfoil at the center plane and the NASA SC(2)-0410 airfoil at the tip, and we quadratically interpolate the airfoil sections in between. Table 1 summarizes the geometric parameters of the baseline BWB. The reference area is the actual area of the whole planform. We perform a grid convergence study to determine the resolution accuracy of this grid. All the grids are generated using the hyperbolic mesh generator with a coarse or refined spacing. Figure 4 shows the mesh convergence plot, showing that the result for the mesh with 2.92 million cells is within 3 drag counts of that for the mesh with 187 million cells. We choose the former grid because it allows a reasonable optimization run time while providing sufficient accuracy. The RANS flow solution can be obtained within 100 minutes from a cold start with 6 orders of residual reduction on 180 processors. Figure 5 shows the BWB mesh on the surface and the symmetry plane. 
Geometric Parameter Value

.1 Objective Function
For the optimization studies, we minimize the drag coefficient at the nominal cruise condition, subject to a lift coefficient constraint. The drag coefficient is given by the RANS solutions. The cruise lift coefficient is constrained to C L = 0.206. The chosen C L is similar to that of the firstgeneration Boeing BWB [2] , assuming a cruise altitude of 35, 000 feet and a cruise Mach of 0.85. Since both the lift and drag coefficients use the whole planform area as the reference area, this results in a lower wing loading and lift coefficient. 
Design Variables
The first set of design variables consists of control points distributed on the FFD volume. A total of 240 shape variables are distributed on the lower and upper surfaces of the FFD volume, as shown in Fig. 1 . The large number of shape variables provides more degrees of freedom for the optimizer to explore, and this allows us to fine-tune the sectional airfoil shapes and the thickness-to-chord ratios at each spanwise location. Because of the efficient adjoint implementation, the cost of computing the shape gradients is nearly independent of the number of shape variables [19] .
The next set of design variables is the spanwise twist distribution. We use ten sectional twist design variables. The center of the twist rotation is fixed at the reference axis, which is located at the quarter chord of each section. The twist variables provide a way for the optimizer to minimize induced drag by controlling the spanwise lift distribution and a way to satisfy the center plane bending moment constraint.
We also consider planform variables, which can contribute to the reduction of wave drag. The sweep angle, chord length, and width of the centerbody are kept constant; only the planform variables of the outer wing are used as design variables. The outer wing is defined as the outer 60% of the total span, where the wing-centerbody blending region ends. The outer wing is divided into seven sections. Each section has an independent set of planform variables, which are the sweep angle, chord length, and span of the section. Table 2 and Fig. 6 list the design variables. By providing complete freedom of the outer wing, we allow the optimizer to explore the optimal planform shape.
At the conceptual and preliminary design stages, the CG location should be optimized subject to trim and longitudinal stability constraints to minimize the trim drag. Thus, we use the CG location as a design variable that is allowed to move between 30% MAC and 50% MAC. In our case this variable represents the CG of the centerbody and the associated systems and payload. The CG of the wings is considered separately and is a function of the wing planform shape.
We add some auxiliary design variables to facilitate the formulation of the optimization problem. The angle-of-attack variable ensures that the lift coefficient constraint can be satisfied. We use an individual design feasible (IDF) approach [32] to update MAC. This requires the addition of a target variable and a compatibility constraint. With the IDF approach, the geometry manipulation and computation of MAC can be decoupled from the aerodynamic solver. Therefore, the sensitivity of MAC is also decoupled from the aerodynamic solver, which significantly simplifies the optimization problem formulation. 
Design Variable Count
Constraints
Since optimizers tend to explore any weaknesses in numerical models and problem formulations, an optimization problem needs to be carefully constrained in order to yield a physically feasible design. We implement several geometric constraints. First, we impose thickness constraints from the 5% chord at the LE to the 95% chord near the TE. A total of 400 thickness constraints are imposed in the 20 by 20 grid. The constraints have a lower bound of 70% of the baseline thickness and no upper bound. These constraints ensure sufficient height in the centerbody cabin and sufficient fuel volume. The LE thickness constraint allows for the installation of slats, and the TE thickness is limited due to manufacturing constraints. The total volume of the centerbody and the wing is also constrained to meet the volume requirements for the cabin, cargo, and systems, as well as fuel. The LE and TE shape variables are constrained such that each pair of shape variables on the LE and TE can move only in opposite directions with equal magnitudes, so that twist cannot be generated with the shape design variables. Instead, twist is implemented as a separate set of variables.
Because of the absence of a structural model, we use the bending moment at the center plane as a surrogate for the structural weight trade-off and to prevent unrealistic spanwise lift distributions and wing spans. This bending moment is constrained to be less than or equal to the baseline bending moment. The bending constraint is necessary to capture the trade-offs between aerodynamic performance and structural weight. However, it is possible to perform these trade-offs with more accuracy by using high-fidelity aerostructural optimization, as done by Kenway and Martins [20] .
In addition, the BWB has to be trimmed at each flight condition. Ideally, the aircraft is trimmed at the nominal cruise condition without requiring control surface deflection. Therefore, we freeze the sub-FFD, which rotates the trim control surface during the on-design optimization with the pitching moment constraint. The sub-FFD is then used in the analysis of off-design conditions. There are several ways to trim a flying wing: by unloading wingtip on a swept wing, by adding reflex to the airfoils at the TE, or a combination of both of these [14] . Our optimization problem has all the required degrees of freedom to meet the trim constraint.
Longitudinal stability is also a particularly important design consideration for the BWB configuration. With the absence of a conventional empennage, it is not immediately obvious how to best achieve a positive static margin for a BWB aircraft. The goal is to maintain a positive static margin for all flight conditions. We constrained the static margin to be greater than 1%. The static margin, K n , can be calculated as the ratio of the moment and lift derivatives [33, 34] ,
We calculate C Mα and C Lα using finite differences with an angle-of-attack step size of 0.1 deg. The static margin constraint incurs an additional computational cost. For each iteration, one additional flow solution and two additional adjoint solutions are required. Both the flow and adjoint solutions have to be converged more accurately than usual to obtain an accurate static margin gradient. This is particularly important for static margin gradients with respect to shape variables, because they have relatively small magnitudes compared to other gradients. Table 3 summarizes the constraints for the optimization problems. All constraints are implemented as nonlinear constraints in the SNOPT optimizer.
Constraint
Count Type Thickness 400 < LE, TE control points 40 Table 3 : Summary of the constraints used in the BWB aerodynamic shape optimization
Study 0: Baseline Optimization
To achieve a reasonable comparison for the optimization studies, we perform a baseline optimization by minimizing drag with respect to the spanwise twist distribution subject to a lift constraint. The airfoil profiles are the same as for the original geometry. The improved baseline has a drag 9 counts lower than that of the untwisted baseline. The studies in Section 4 use this improved baseline as the initial starting geometry for the optimization. The improved baseline can still be improved upon, especially through changes in the sectional airfoil shape. The sensitivity of the drag and lift with respect to the airfoil shape can be visualized through a sensitivity contour plot, shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Here, we plot the derivatives of C D and C L with respect to shape variations in the y direction. The regions with the highest gradient of C D are near the shock on the upper and lower surfaces. This indicates that shock reduction through local shape changes is the major driver in reducing C D at the beginning of the optimization. As for C L , a high positive gradient is observed near LE, indicating that moving in the positive y direction increases C L . A high negative derivative is observed in the aft of the centerbody, indicating that moving the aft portion in the negative y direction increases C L .
In addition, the regions with high derivative values on the lower and upper surfaces are offset longitudinally, which suggests that airfoil camber on the centerbody can further increase C L . However, these sensitivity plots are only a linearization about the current design point, and they provide no information about the constraints. Nonetheless, these sensitivity plots indicate what drives the design at this design point.
Aerodynamic Design Optimization Studies
We perform a series of RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimizations to examine the effects of various selections of design variables and constraints. The gradient-based optimizer (SNOPT) is used with sensitivities computed by the adjoint method. The full turbulence adjoint used includes the linearization of both the main flow solver and the SA turbulence model. The optimizations are converged to an optimality tolerance of O(10 −5 ). By combining different sets of design variables and constraints, we explore the trade-offs and benefits of each. The initial design point for all the optimizations is the twist-optimized baseline described above. We then progress by adding: The optimizations are performed using the Advanced Research Computing cluster at the University of Michigan. Each computing node in this cluster has two six-core 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon X5650 processors per node. Each node has a total of 48 GB RAM. The cluster uses InfiniBand networking for interconnections.
Study 1: Shape and Twist Design Variables
In this first study, we add airfoil shape design variables to the twist variables already considered in the baseline optimization. A total of 240 shape design variables are used to optimize the airfoil shape. As shown in Fig. 6, 12 airfoil sections are equally distributed in the spanwise direction. Each section has 10 control points on the upper surface and 10 control points on the lower surface.
The angle-of-attack is also allowed to change during the optimization. The CG is fixed at 40% MAC. Only lift and geometry constraints are imposed. Therefore, one flow solution and two adjoint solutions are needed at each iteration. The optimization converged in 10 hours using 240 processors; the convergence history of the optimization is shown in Fig. 9 . Without any additional constraints, we expect to see a lift distribution that is close to elliptical, along with weakened shocks. Figure 10 shows the pressure distribution, twist, sectional airfoil shape, shock surface, and lift distribution of the twist-optimized baseline and the optimized BWB for Study 1. A hypothetical elliptical lift distribution is shown in gray. We compute the shock surface from the volume solution grid by constructing an isosurface of the normal Mach number [35] . The shock occurs where the normal Mach number is one, i.e.,
The dimensions in the figures are normalized by span, η s = z/2b, and by chord, η c = x/c. As shown in the pressure distributions, the shape design variables make a significant contribution to the minimization of the drag. The baseline BWB exhibits a front of very closely spaced pressure contour lines spanning a significant portion of the wing, indicating a shock. The optimized BWB shows parallel pressure contour lines with roughly equal spacing, indicating a nearly shock-free solution at the nominal cruise condition. This is confirmed by the shock surface plots: we can see that the baseline BWB has a shock on the upper surface, while the optimized design has eliminated most of the shock at the design condition. The shock elimination can also be seen on the airfoil C p distributions. At η s = 0.4 and η s = 0.9, the sharp increase in local pressure due to the shock becomes a gradual change from the LE to the TE. The magnitude of C p is also lowered near the LE.
The optimized lift distribution is much closer to the optimal elliptical lift distribution. This is achieved by altering the twist distribution. The highest twist is near the Yehudi break at eta s = 0.6, where the strong shock occurred on the baseline BWB. The drag coefficient is decreased by 39 counts. The twist angle at this section is increased to 5 degrees. The fact that the twist distribution has changed so much relative to a geometry that was already optimized for twist emphasizes the importance of simultaneously optimizing the twist and the airfoil shapes.
The angle-of-attack changed slightly from −0.4 deg to −1.0 deg. Since the CG is fixed at 40% MAC, the static margin is changed only by the shift in the aerodynamic center. The optimized design has reduced the static margin from 10.4% to 3.7%. A detailed study of the CG placement and static margin is presented in Section 4.3.
To study the effect of the twist variables, we performed a separate optimization that optimized only for the airfoil shape variables and did not include the twist design variables. The pressure distribution and airfoil profiles were similar to those for the case where both twist and airfoil shape were optimized. As shown in Table 4 , the penalty for not including the twist variables is only 1.4 counts. Note, however, that we always start the optimization with the twist-optimized baseline geometry. Since the total variation of the optimized twist distribution is less than 5 degrees, the airfoil shape variables are able to get close to the overall optimum. Note that only aerodynamic performance is considered in this study. Other considerations, such as stall speed or wing structure, would pose additional constraints on the twist distribution. 
Coefficient
Study 2: Trim Constraint
In this study, we investigate the effect of a trim constraint with a fixed CG. The formulation is the same as that of the previous study, with the addition of a trim constraint. Trim drag is more of a design driver in the BWB than in conventional tube-and-wing configurations, because elevator trim affects the flow around the BWB centerbody. Trim is also coupled to the longitudinal stability. Figure 11 shows the pressure distribution, twist, sectional airfoil shape, shock surface, and lift distribution of the optimized BWB for Studies 1 and 2.
The overall pressure contour is similar to that of Study 1. Compared to Study 1, the upper surface shock has increased at the optimum. However, it is still less severe than that of the baseline. The twist angles on both the centerbody and the outer wing are reduced. The wing has nearly zero twist for a large portion of the outer wing. The wingtip has a negative twist of 3 degrees (washout) in order to satisfy the trim constraint. Two design features helped satisfy the trim constraints of the optimized BWB. The first is a reflex near the TE throughout most of the span, resulting in a significant change to the chordwise pressure distribution. Angle-of-attack changed from −0.4 deg to 1.6 deg. Most lift is generated at the forward section of the wing, while the aft section has significantly less lift to trim the aircraft. Therefore, the net lift near the tip is reduced. The second feature is the unloaded wingtip. The optimized wingtip airfoil has washout and less lift than that of Study 1. The unloaded wingtip on a highly swept wing acts as a horizontal tail to trim the aircraft. Because of the trim constraint, the optimized drag coefficient is 5 counts higher than that of the previous study. This change is primarily due to a lower span efficiency and the reflex in the TE.
To investigate the off-design conditions, we perform a Mach sweep from 0.6 to 0.875. We use a sub-FFD to deflect the control surface near the rear centerbody to trim the aircraft at each condition, as shown in Fig. 1 . The results are compared with the twist-optimized baseline design in Fig. 12 . By comparing the trimmed baseline and optimized designs, we see that a trimmed drag pocket is achieved in the transonic region from Mach 0.80 to 0.86. The baseline design starts the drag rise near Mach 0.80, while the optimized design significantly delays the drag rise. The drag coefficient of the optimized design remains nearly constant up to Mach 0.86.
In addition, by comparing the trimmed and untrimmed results, we can quantify the trim drag Figure 13 shows the trim drag of the baseline and optimized BWB. We see that the baseline design has lower trim drag at low Mach numbers. The optimized design, however, reverses this trend, and the trim drag reduces with increasing Mach number up to the design Mach number. Although this is a point design, the trim drag is relatively insensitive to the Mach number around the design point.
Study 3: CG Design Variable and Static Margin Constraint
In the previous study, we examined the trim constraint with a fixed CG location. At the conceptual design stage, the CG can often be changed by moving systems, fuel, engines, and payload. By allowing the CG to change within a given range, we may discover additional benefits. To investigate the effect of CG location, we performed the same optimization as in Study 2 at various CG locations: 30%, 40%, and 50% MAC. The results are summarized in Table 5 .
Both the drag coefficient and the static margin are strongly affected by the CG location. Since a lower trim moment is required for an aft CG location, the trim constraint tends to move the CG back. We see that as the CG moves aft, the drag coefficient decreases, and the amount of reflex and washout is reduced. As the CG moves aft, the static margin decreases. For a flying wing, the location of the NP coincides with the aerodynamic center. For a fixed planform, the aerodynamic center varies only slightly with the airfoil shape variables. Therefore, the resulting static margin of the optimized design varies nearly linearly with the CG location. Since the CG location is limited by both the trim and static margin, the problem formulation with CG design variables is a well-posed optimization problem. Simply adding CG design variables alone would result in the CG being as far aft as possible. Therefore, the CG design variable has to be added in conjunction with the static margin constraint. We perform another optimization with the CG position as a design variable and a static margin constraint. The CG is allowed to vary between 30% to 50% MAC. The static margin constraint has a lower bound of 1%.
This optimization problem is more computationally intensive than the previous cases for two reasons. First, each iteration requires two flow solutions and six adjoint solutions to obtain the static margin and its gradient. Second, the static margin gradient is a second-order derivative, since it is the gradient of the lift and moment coefficient gradients. Therefore, to achieve an accurate static margin gradient, both the flow and adjoint solutions must be converged to a higher tolerance, O(10 −8 ). Figure 14 shows the pressure distribution, twist, sectional airfoil shape, shock surface, and lift distribution of the optimized BWB for Studies 2 and 3.
The overall pressure contours and airfoil profiles are similar to those for the optimal shape in the previous study. At the optimum, CG moves from 40% MAC to 47% MAC, driven by the trim constraint. Compared to Study 2, less airfoil reflex and wingtip unloading are needed to trim the BWB, resulting in an additional reduction of 1.7 in the drag count. The static margin is driven to the lower bound of 1%. In this study, CG is optimized based only on the aerodynamic performance and longitudinal stability. In reality, additional factors must be considered, such as the aircraft systems placement and the CG movement during operation, but these are beyond the scope of this study.
Study 4: Bending Moment Constraint
During the optimization, the aerodynamic load shifts. This may result in an increase in the structural stresses, which would impact the structural weight and thus the overall aircraft performance. A full aerostructural optimization, such as that presented by Kenway et al. [20] , is beyond the scope of this work, but to limit the impact of the aerodynamic optimization on the structural weight, we add a center plane bending moment constraint [36] . This study is identical to Study 1 except for the addition of the bending moment constraint. The bending moment is taken about the center plane of BWB. We perform a series of optimizations with various bending moment constraints.
The bending moment is constrained to be less than 100%, 80%, or 60% of the bending moment of the twist-optimized baseline. The results are summarized in Table 6 .
100% BM 0.00961 0.131 −1.8 80% BM 0.01103 0.105 0.9 60% BM 0.01399 0.078 3.5 Table 6 : Study 4: comparison of optimized aerodynamic coefficients at various bending moment constraints
The addition of bending moment constraints drives the lift distribution away from elliptical. Figure 15 shows the lift distributions for each value of the bending moment constraint. A hypothetical elliptical span loading with the same lift is shown in gray. The optimization with the 100% bending moment constraint achieves a lift distribution that is the closest to elliptical. As the bending moment constraint decreases, more lift is shifted inboard to achieve the same lift with a reduced bending moment. A 20% reduction in the center plane bending moment results in a 14.2 increase in the drag count. A 40% bending moment reduction incurs a 43.8 increase in the drag count. At the reduced bending moment, the wingtip generates negative lift to alleviate the bending moment. Thus, we see that the impact of the bending moment constraint on aerodynamic performance is significant. For a careful trade-off between aerodynamics and structure, we would need to optimize both the aerodynamic shape and the structural sizing considering both the cruise performance and multiple load conditions [20] . 
Study 5: Planform Design Variables
In this study, we add planform variables to the previous study, which includes bending moment and trim constraints. The centerbody planform shape is kept constant. As shown in Fig. 6 , the outer wing is divided into seven sections. Each section has its own twist, chord, sweep, and span design variables. The change in the planform shape, especially the span variables, would result in a heavier structure if no bending constraint were imposed. The center plane bending moment is constrained to be less than or equal to that of the twist-optimized baseline. The CG is fixed at 40% MAC. The MAC and the reference area are recomputed at each iteration to take the planform variations into account. The resulting optimized design is shown in Fig. 16 . The outline of the baseline planform is shown in red. The sweep angles of the outer wing of the optimized planform decrease by 4 degrees. The angle-of-attack of the optimized design is 0.6 deg. Even with the degrees of freedom provided by the multiple sweep, span, and chord of the outer wing sections, the optimization achieves a straight LE on the wing toward the end of the optimization. Any intermediate LE kinks during the optimization are smoothed out toward the end. The span of the optimized BWB increases by 3%. A further increase in the span to reduce the induced drag is constrained by the center plane bending moment and the additional viscous drag due to the increase in the surface area. Because of the presence of the trim constraint, the wing airfoil has reflex near the TE, and the chordwise pressure distribution is similar to that of Study 2.
The planform study shows that the baseline is already relatively close to the optimal planform shape. Even with a marginal change in the planform, the additional degrees of freedom in the planform lead to a lower drag than that with only shape variables. The drag reduces by an additional drag count compared to Study 2, while satisfying the bending moment constraint.
Study 6: Multi-Point Optimization
Transport aircraft operate at multiple cruise conditions because of variability in both the missions and air traffic control restrictions. Single-point optimization at the nominal cruise condition could inflate the benefit of the optimization: it may improve the on-design performance while reducing the performance under off-design conditions. In this study, we investigate the impact of a multi-point optimization formulation on the optimized BWB design. To isolate the problem from other effects of the constraints, we choose to extend Study 1. The only difference is that the objective is now the average of the drag coefficients at multiple flight conditions. The flight conditions are the nominal cruise, ±10% of cruise C L , and ±0.1 of cruise Mach, as shown in Table 7 . More sophisticated ways of choosing multi-point flight conditions can be used, such as an automated selection of the points that minimize fleet-level fuel burn [37] . Figure 17 shows the multi-point optimized design at the nominal cruise condition. The multi-point optimized design is compared to the single-point optimum of Study 1. Table 7 : Study 6: Flight conditions for the multi-point optimization
The overall pressure distribution of the multi-point design is similar to that of the single-point design. The twist and lift distributions are nearly identical. Most of the differences are in the chordwise C p distributions in the outer wing section. Because of the multi-point formulation, the nominal cruise condition has less authority over the shape changes. The drag coefficient of the multi-point optimum is 2 counts higher than that of the single-point optimum, and the shock surface is also larger. Since all the flight conditions are equally weighted, the optimizer trades off the drag between the multiple flight conditions. The angle-of-attack of the optimized design at nominal flight condition is −0.6 deg.
To better understand the effects of multi-point optimization, we plotted the M L/D contours of the baseline, single-point, and multi-point designs with respect to C L and cruise Mach in Figure 18 to 21. The line along which the aircraft is neutrally stable is shown in gray. M L/D provides a metric for quantifying aircraft range based on the Breguet range equation with constant thrust specific fuel consumption. While the thrust specific fuel consumption is actually not constant, assuming it to be constant is acceptable when comparing range performance in a limited Mach number range [38] .
The Since the wing loading is constrained by the low speed performance, the only viable way to increase C L for the BWB is to increase the cruise altitude. However, additional trade-offs, such as cabin pressure and required thrust, must be taken into consideration. 
Conclusions
We have presented a series of RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization studies of a BWB configuration to understand the trade-offs between aerodynamic performance, and constraints on trim, stability, and bending moment. These studies also explored the effect of considering different sets of aerodynamic shape design variables (twist, airfoil shape and planform shape) in the design optimization. Table 8 The BWB configurations obtained in Studies 0 and 1 had the lowest drag coefficient, but they are impractical since they are not trimmed. The airfoil shape design variables proved essential to the reduction of the shock on the upper surface and the wave drag associated with it. The enforcement of the trim constraint (Study 2) caused a 5.6% increase in drag. By moving the CG aft from 40% MAC to 50% MAC, this drag penalty was reduced to 2.3%, but resulted in a negative static margin (−1.8%).
Study 3 provides the best compromise between performance and stability by enforcing a small static margin that can be tolerated in a commercial airplane (1%) and including the CG position as a design variable. This resulted in a trimmed configuration that exhibits a nearly elliptical lift distribution and the lowest drag among the trimmed stable designs. This was achieved by a combination of washout and reflex airfoils determined by the optimizer to be the best.
We also investigated the optimized BWB at off-design flight conditions by analyzing it for a range of Mach numbers while enforcing trim. The optimized design exhibited significantly lower drag over the entire transonic regime when compared to the baseline. In the optimized design, we observed a low trim drag at high speeds and a high trim drag at low speeds, which is the opposite of the baseline BWB trend.
In Study 5 we further explored the design space by adding wing planform design variables to the optimization, while enforcing a center plane bending moment constraint. The addition of planform variables achieved an additional drag reduction. The optimized design increased the span by 3% and reduced the sweep angle by 4 degrees. This demonstrated the benefit of simultaneously optimizing the planform and shape, and highlighted the importance of aerostructural considerations. One of these considerations is the structural weight increase incurred by increases in span or sweep, which we addressed by enforcing the bending moment constraint. Since the right value for constraint requires a full aerostructural optimization that is beyond the scope of this paper, we investigated the effect of varying the bending moment constraint on the optimal designs in Study 4. The results showed that when the bending moment constraint was reduced to 60% of the baseline value, the optimal design exhibited negative loading at the wingtips.
Finally, we studied the effect of multi-point optimization in Study 6. This resulted in a more robust design than that of the single-point optimization, as evidenced by the enlarged contour of the 99% maximum M L/D. We also compared the contours of M L/D for the twist-optimized baseline, single point optimum and multi-point optimum. These contours showed that the maximum M L/D occurs at a lower cruise Mach number and higher C L than the design flight conditions, indicating that the configuration should either fly higher, or have a smaller planform area (although the engine performance would degrade with an altitude increase, and the planform area is probably constrained by field performance). Nevertheless, the aerodynamic shape optimization successfully moved the M L/D peak towards the design points, and flattened the peak in the multi-point case.
Given the results of these studies, we believe that RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization has become a practical aircraft design tool that is especially useful for the design of BWB configurations. This type of optimization was enabled by the combination of a nonlinear constrained optimizer and an efficient computation of the gradients of the aerodynamic force coefficients with respect to hundreds of shape design variables. In the case of the BWB in particular, the optimal combination of wing twist, and airfoil reflex to obtain the lowest drag while satisfying trim, stability and structural constraints is not obvious, but numerical optimization can help designers find the best possible configuration.
